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Bristol Cars is set for a revival with a new electric sports car spearheading the British firm’s rebirth. Following its liquidation last year, Bristol Cars has since been acquired by Essex-based ...
Bristol cars to be revived with electric Buccaneer model
A British company which has developed pioneering electric car motors that do not rely on ... these challenges and is working to get its systems into the mainstream. Peter Fleet, a former vice ...
British firm cracks electric car motor conundrum
A common refrain when discussing the UK’s climate targets is that getting to net zero will mean energy bills skyrocket. Moving away from the sources of energy that have kept our lights on for decades, ...
Decarbonising the UK’s energy system to hit climate targets will not cost the earth
Bristol Cars' new owner has announced his plans to transform it into an electric vehicle company. Following its liquidation last year, Bristol Cars has ...
Bristol Cars reborn with electric dreams but first recreations will used V8 power
Gordon Murray is developing a small SUV project that will showcase his company’s newly confirmed electric-vehicle architecture - and fire a shot across the bows of conventional manufacturers on weight ...
New Gordon Murray all-electric SUV plans revealed
The Department of Transport said Wednesday that it has "set out" how vehicles equipped with an automated lane-keeping system (ALKS ... of "self-driving" cars could be on British roads by the ...
British government takes a first step toward allowing ‘self-driving’ cars on public roads
Government claims UK's transition from fossil fuel vehicles is 'accelerating at speed', despite slight dip in EV sales in April in wake of cut to payments from popular grant programme ...
Electric Vehicles cruise past 500,000 milestone, but market decelerates in April following cut to plug-in car grant
Bristol Cars is set for a revival with a new electric sports car spearheading the British firm’s rebirth. Following its liquidation last year, Bristol Cars has since been acquired by Essex-based ...
Electric Bristol Buccaneer to kickstart firm’s revival
Harbour Air announced a partnership with magniX and H55 to produce the world's first certified all electric commercial airplane.
Harbour Air looks to certify its all-electric commercial airplane
The new ID.4 compact sports utility is the latest in the firm's 'ID' family of environmentally-friendly zero-emissions battery powered cars and has just gone on sale in the UK, priced from £40,800.
We drive the new VW Id.4: Its first electric family car
The electric vehicle-maker will focus on comfort, durability, and ease-of-use in designing the perfect car for Uber drivers.
Electric vehicle firm Arrival is building a car with Uber specifically designed for the ride-hailing industry
Are we there yet? British families will rely on cars for travel more than ever this summer as much of the world stays out of bounds to holidaymakers. A boom in staycations is great news for ...
Five-star in-car entertainment systems that will keep the kids occupied on long drives
The Crown Super Saloon offered all the comfort and luxury of a large American car while massively undercutting Volvo’s seminal 200-series ...
UK’s rarest cars: 1982 Toyota Crown, one of only 13 left on British roads
The Mercedes-Benz EQS portrays itself as a symbol of how far electric cars have come in terms of design. However, as impressive it looks, the EQS is just as much tech showcase as it is transportatio, ...
Unboxing The Tech That Makes Mercedes’ EQS the New S-Class Of Electric Cars
A driverless electric ... But the car goes further in its environmental ambition. Heatherwick confirmed it would be equipped with a state-of-the-art HEPA filtering system attached to the under ...
The future of car travel? Incredible self-driving electric car concept can hoover up the pollution from other vehicles and includes a dining room-style space that can be turned ...
DSG Global, Inc. (OTCQB: DSGT) (“DSGT” or the “Company”) is pleased to announce it has been invited to attend the LA ...
DSG Global Inc. and Imperium Motor Company to Unveil Fully Electric Terra-E Truck and New D-11 ...
An electric ... drawn up by a British designer. London-based Heatherwick Studio has announced proposals for a Chinese-built green car that uses a powerful internal filtering system to suck in ...
New electric car hoovers up pollution from other vehicles
The fight over the Nevada mine is emblematic of a fundamental tension surfacing around the world: Electric cars and renewable energy may not be as gre..
The lithium gold rush: Inside the race to power electric vehicles
"The impact on the current auto dealer business model will ... UPS has ordered 10,000 electric delivery vans from Arrival, a British startup. Moreover, mega-fleets will bring service in-house ...
The electric car boom is coming to wipe out auto dealer profits. Consolidating into 'super dealers' may be their only way to survive.
Pulling Ford’s new all-electric Mustang Mach-E out ... Others suggest they will include systems that enable drivers to customize their cars’ engine noises, to make them sound like anything ...
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